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By far the most valuable of these associations, according m (TA I
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n the still of the October night, the slender, birdlike plane threatening stance and i tnR
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lifted into the sky from its base in California, climbed sharply Khrushchev ultimately
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on acolumn of flame, and headed east through the darkness. Pilot dismantled and returae-
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Richard Heyser, in the cramped, tiny cockpit, had good reason to As the missile crisis u Big * '
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be apprehensive, but he had little time to worry. He was totally certainty, beyond any ; I* ip •
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occupied with the intricacies of navigation and with the exacting were indeed being insta -y • u J-r % - -if t

task of keeping hi3 sleek aircraft aloft; for this plane was so shores. Kennedy was c< I
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specialized, so refined, that in the rarefied atmosphere that was imposing a blockade-ir.

its element it hung in the sky only tentatively, a3 if suspended contemplate the even graver risk of launching an air strike

from a wisp of spider’s silk. As the plane climbed above fifty against Cuba, an act that might well have brought Soviet
_ |

thousand feet it entered a critical altitude level called the retaliation.How could Kennedyhave been so sure? •

"chimney.” Onceinthechimney, if the pilot flewa shade too slow. The answer lies in a secret airplane flightandin the technology

the plane would go into a stall and a spin from which it would thatmadeitpossible-atechnologyofspyingdevelopedunderthe :

never recover. If he flew a shade too fast, the fragile craft would aegis of the Central Intelligence Agency.- This technology

come apart in mid-air. wrapped American spies inanewcloak, endingtheMataHari era

For several houra the aircraft arrowed across the continent, and ushering in an age of optics and electronics.The technology

gradually climbing higher and higher into the chimney. Periodi- alsogave the U.S.an enormous intelligence-gatheringadvantage _

cally the pilot adjusted his airspeed, for as the plane climbed, the over the Soviet Union at the height of the ColdWar. At times, as

razor’s edge between stall and disintegration grew ever finer, in the missile crisis, this intelligence allowed the U.S. to antic-
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sharper. Dawn came, then sunrise. Now the Gulf of Mexico ipate threatening moves by Russia. Equally important, the

shimmered below. intelligence also dispelled groundless fears about Russian mils-

The island came into view, tropical green rimmed by bright tary superiority. Given the touchytemperamentof the times,had ~'i.

sand beaches. The pilot flew south of the island to a predeter- the U.S. not possessed such intelligence, eventsmighthave taken •

minedpoint in space,thenturned back north. Pursuitmight come an even more frightening turn.
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at any timenow, quick death slanting upward 1ike an arrow. The development of sophisticated intelllgence-pthering tools

Therewas aswitcb on apanel at hi3 righthan d. He had already began in the early 1950’s, a time when the climate for such

thrown it from "off” to "stand by.”Now as the plane passed high developmentwas very favorable. For one thing,the President of

over the island's shore the pilot-looked into his drift sight, a the United States was a former general of the Army who had a ;
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periscopelike device that peered through the belly of the plane, professional soldier’s familiarity with photographic intelligence. _
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Then hi3hand moved once again to the switch on the panel. . . DuringWorld War II, aerial reconnaissancehadbeen carried out

.
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-v by ordinary bombers and fighters stripped down and equipped y y

D uring a period of thirteen days in October, 1962, the United withcameras instead ofguns.These unarmed planeswere highly

States and the Soviet Union stood at the brink of war. In a vulnerable and extremely unpopular with their pilots, whose

confrontation over Russia’s placing nuclear-tipped strategic motto could be paraphrased as: Get your pictures and get your

' missiles in Cuba, American aircraft, naval vessels, and assault tail out of there.” The recon planes had to fly atlow altitudes in

troopswenton alert and prepared forbattle, while in Cuba Soviet turbulent air; since the cameras had no gyrostabilizing mech-

technicians rushed to complete the installation of missiles that anisms to cushion them against shock, the quality of the photo-

could reach almost any point in the United States. During the graphs was generally poor, and even the quantity of information

two-week crisis. President Kennedy estimated thatthechance of was limited by the film, which had a thick, space-consuming

. armed conflict :<:©iW^Df»PlFW9Sl
1 RefteS^fHtfi&e^^ommgs, postwar analysis - -

that potentially catastrophic war did not occur. Kennedy took a revealed that some 80 per cent of all useful military intelligence


